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1. Introduction
In this paper we try to improve the estimates for the remainder term in
the asymptotic formula for the eigenvalue distribution of an elliptic operator
A of order 2m in Rn whose principal part has Holder continuous coefficients
with exponent T, 0<τ^l. In some cases, mainly when n— 1 we obtain a
better estimate for the remainder term of the counting function N(t) than the
known results:
N(t) = μA(Ω)t*/2»+O(tt -τ>'2m) as *->oo.
In other cases it remains open whether our new estimate is valid or not. In-
stead of solving this problem we give a corresponding estimate for the remainder
term in the asymptotic formula for the partition function (the trace of the heat
kernel) :
U(t) = r(— + l)μA(Ω,)Γ"'2m + O(t<r-*V**) as *->0,\2τn J
when 0<τ<l and 2m>n.
In order to describe the results more precisely and compare our results
with the known ones we shall recall some standard notations and hypotheses.
Let Ω be a domain in the ^-dimensional Euclidean space R" with a generic
point x=(xl9 —,XΛ). We denote by a=(al9 •••, αn)eZ", ^ +={0, 1, 2, •••} a
multi-index of length \a\ =«H ----- h#» and use the notations
= 9" ^  8?ι-8ϊ , Qk = 8/8*,,
D« = D«
x
 - Dϊi—DΪ; Dk = -V
For an integer m^O Hm(Ω) is to be the set of all functions whose distributional
derivatives of order up to m belong to L2(Ω) and we introduce in it the usual
norm
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« \l/2Σ \D«u(X)\*dx) .
Ω I*|S» /
Hf(Ω) denotes the closure of C7(Ω) in /Γ(Ω).
For τ>0 we define .2F(il) as follows. Let r=k-\-σ where k is an integer
and 0<σ^l. &(&) is the space of functions u in Ω such that 8^ are
bounded and continuous for \a\ ^k and \Q*u(x)— Q*u(u)\l\x— y\* (x,y^Ωy
x^py] are bounded for \a\=k. We set Φ~(Ω)= ft ?><&(&) and denote by
-3°(Ω) the space of bounded continuous functions in Ω.
For the boundary of Ω, Γ^9Ω and £>0 we define
Γ
ε
 = {#<ΞΩ; dist (x, Γ)<£}, Γ8 =
I&t V be a closed subspace of Hm(Ω) containing
(1.1)
We consider a symmetric integro-differential sesquilinear form B\u, v] of
order m
(1.2) jB[«,ι;]=( Σ a
Λβ
(x)D*u(x)D^ dx ,
JQ |Λ|,IPI^»
which satisfies the coerciveness :
(1.3) B[u,v]^S\\u\\2
m
-C0\\u\\l, S>0, C0^0 forany^eF,
and whose coefficients satisfy
(1.4) β.pe^Γ(Ω)(|α| = |/9|=»), a^L^CΪ) (\a\ + \β\<2m)
for some τ>0.
Let A be the self-adjoint operator associated with this variational triple
{jB,F,L2(Ω)}, that is, u^ V belongs to D(A), the domain of A if and only if there
exists /eL2(Ω) such that B\u,v\=(fyv) for any v^V, and we define Au=f.
Here ( , ) denotes the inner product in L2(Ω).
Let Ω be bounded. In most cases, for example, when either (1.5) or (1.6)
stated below is satisfied, or when Ω possesses the restricted cone property (see
[1]), the spectrum of A consists only of the real eigenvalues {λy}7-ι which ac-
cumulate only at oo. When we enumerate eigenvalues, we count every eigen-
value as many times as its multiplicity. For a real number t let N(f) be the
number of eigenvalues of A not exceeding t. Then the well known WeyΓs
asymptotic formula for N(t) is written
(WF1) N(t) = μA(Ω)tn/2m+O(t^-θ)/2m) as *->oo,
or
(WF2) N(t) - μA(Ω)tn/2m+O(t(n-1)/2m log t) as ί->oo,
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where μA(Ω) is the constant defined in the next section. Formula (WF1) with
θ=l is the best possible if the coefficients and the boundary are sufficiently
smooth. We are interested in how large θ in (WF1) can be taken for a fixed
r or how small r can be taken so that (WF1) holds with 0=1.
When 0<τ^l, Metivier [18] proved (WF1) with 0=τ/(
τ
+l) under one
of the following conditions :
(1.5) V=H%(Ω) and Urn sup
ε
^0|Γε|/ε<oo.
(1.6) Ω has (C") property (see [18]) and lim sup^0 1 Γe | J6<°°.
Here and in what follows for a Lebesgue measurable set D in Rn we denote by
I D I its Lebesgue measure.
The author [20] showed that Mόtivier's result remains valid for any fixed
τ>0, assuming that 2nϊ>n and that Ω possesses the restricted cone property.
When τ=ooy i.e., when the coefficients are in C°°-class, (WF2) was proved
independently by Bruning [3], who assumed D(Ak)(^Hkm(Ω) for some k with
km>n and lim suρ
ε
^0|Γε|/ε<oo) and by Tsujimoto [31] who assumed some
estimate for the resolvent kernel. Furthermore for the Laplacian (m=l) (WF1)
with 0=1 was proved by Seeley [26] (n=Z) and Pham The Lai [24] (n^l)
when the boundary Γ is sufficiently smooth. For the general operator (m^l)
defined by the boundary conditions VasiΓev [34] also proved (WF1) with 0=1
(see also Metivier [19]). It is noteworthy that VasiΓev [34] obtained the
second term:
N(t) = μA(Ω)tnf2m+bt^-^2m+o(t(n-^2m) as f-*oo,
where b is a constant, under some assumption on the Hamiltonian flow (see
also Ivrii [10] for m=l).
Looking through the proof of (WF2) by Tsujimoto in detail, we can see
that (WF2) is valid for some finite number r, the value of which is not so smart.
Hence there is a gap between (WF1) with 0=τ/(
τ
+l) for any fixed τ>0 and
(WF2) for the finite number r. Therefore we would like to expect that (WF1)
holds with 0 larger than τ/(τ-(-l). In fact in this paper we shall show that
(WF1) holds with θ=τ for 0<τ^l in some cases and that (WF2) holds for τ=
I in some cases. That is, the following theorem will be derived.
Theorem A. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rn. Let a variational triple
{B,V,L2(£l)} satisfy (U)-(IA).
(i) When n=\ and 0<τ^l., the asymptotic formula (WFl) is valid with
θ=τ.
(ii) We assume that n^2 and that Ω is a rectangular parallelepiped whose
sides are parallel to one of the axes, and that the coefficients of top order
(\a\ = \β\=m) satisfy
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(0 (otherwise),
where βj is the unit vector in Rn whose jth element is 1 and other elements
are 0, and αy(tf), 1 ^ j ^n is a function only in Xj. Then (WFV) is valid
with θ=τ when 0<τ^l.
(iii) We assume that n^>2, V=H$ (Ω) and lim supg^0|Γe| /£<<*>, and that
the coefficients of top order ( \a\ = \β\ =m) satisfy (1.7). Then (WFV)
is valid with θ=τ when 0<τ<l, and (WF2) is valid when τ=l.
REMARK. Theorem A is also valid when B[u, v] has a non-symmetric part
of lower terms if 2m>n and Ω possesses the restricted cone property (see [20,
Theorem 2]).
Theorem A is proved in sections 3 and 4. The proof of Theorem A.(i) is
based on Theorem 3.2 stated in section 3.1 which gives the remainder estimate
of the counting function for the Sturm-Liouville operator A (m=l):
Au = — —'
with p&C\I) where / is a finite open interval in R. We will obtain Theorem
3.2 by using a variant of the Prtifer transform which was used by Shimakura [28].
Theorem 3.2 is extended to a 2mth-order operator which has the same differen-
tial expression as Am when p(x) is sufficiently smooth {Proposition 3.4). It is
important that the remainder term of the asymptotic formula can be estimated
by the constant which depends on min p(x), max p(x) and max | p r(x) \ and is in-
dependent of max \p(k\x)\y k^2. By approximating the Hϋlder continuous
function by smooth functions and using the properties of N(t,B, V,H) stated in
section 2.1 we complete the proof of Theorem A.(i) in section 3.3.
Theorem A. (ii) is derived from Theorem A.(i) in section 4.1. Theorem
A.(iii) is proved in section 4.2 by using a stronger version of Theorem A.(ii)
(Corollary 4.3) and the method of Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing which is origi-
nated in Courant-Hilbert [4].
We wonder whether (WF1) with 0=τ/(τ+l) for a fixed r, 0<τ^l or
(WF2) for τ= 1 are valid or not in the other cases which are not mentioned in
Theorem A. This problem remains open. But we will try to give some con-
tribution to this problem. Instead of N(t) we consider the partition function
U(t), that is, the trace of the heat kernel U(t,x,y) (the kernel of the semi-group
e-'
A):
U(t) = j U(t, x, x) dx = J~ e~ts dN(s).
Then we obtain the corresponding result for the partition function, although
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we assume 2m>n.
Theorem B. Let 2m>n. Let Ω be a bounded domain with the restricted
cone property. Let a varίatίonal triple {B, V,L2(Ω)} satisfy (!.!)-( 1.4). Then
the following formulas hold.
(i) When 0<τ<l, we have
U(t) = r— + lμA(Ω)Γ»'2m+O(t('Γ-*»2m) as t-+Q.\2m I
(ii) When τ—\,we have
U(t) = r(— + l)μA(a)t- *m+0(t?- »*m log r1) as f-»0.\2m I
Here T(x) is the Gamma function.
The pfoof of Theorem B is given in section 5, which is independent of sections
3 and 4. In section 5.1 for the operator A with C°°-class coefficients a
Λβ
(x) in
the whole space Rn we construct a parametrix for A— λ by pseudo-differential
operators and estimate the resolvent kernel in terms of the differentiability of
the coefficients a
Λβ
(x). In the remainder estimate of the resolvent kernel the
derivatives of higher order of a
Λ
p(x) appear. Roughly speaking, it is evaluated
by the sum of the terms of the form
const sup I dy
x
a
Λβ
(x) | | λ | <«- ^
The point of the proof of Theorem B lies in the fact that tf,/3,γ and / vary so
that 1 7 1 + (2m— \ a \ — \ β \ ) — j remains constant. The estimate for the heat kernel
in Rn is derived by the Laplace transform. In section 5.2 we estimate the trace
of the heat kernel in a bounded domain Ω when the coefficients are in C°°-class.
In the process we use the estimates for the resolvent kernels by Maruo and
Tanabe [14] and Tsujimoto [32]. In section 5.3 approximating the Holder
continuous function by smooth functions and using the properties of N(tyB,V,
H) we complete the proof of Theorem B.
As is well known, the asymptotic formula for N(t) is connected with the
asymptotic formula for the spectral function e(t, x,y) through the formula
N(t) = ( e(t, x, x) dx .JΩ
It is also interesting to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the spectral func-
tion. But we are contented with stating the following. As far as we know,
the best results for the spectral function corresponding to (WF1) and (WF2) are
e(t, x, x) = μA(x)tn/2m+O(8(x)-θt(n-θ^2m) as t-*oo
with 0, 0<0<τ/(τ+2) for any fixed τ>0 by Tsujimoto [32], and
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e(t, x, x) = μA(x)tn/2m+O(8(x)-1t(n-1^/2m) as *-» oo
by Brϋning [3] and Tsujimoto [31] for r— °°, where μA(x) is the function de-
fined in the next section and δ(#)=min {dist (x, 9Ω), 1}.
In the next section we prepare some lemmas for the proof of Theorems
A and B.
2. Notation and Preliminaries
2.1. Properties of N(t9 B, F, H)
Following Mόtivier [18] we shall state the properties of N(t,B,V,H). Let
H and V be two Hubert spaces with VdH. Let the inclusion from V
into H be continuous . We denote by (/,£) (resp. (tι,v)
v
) the inner product in
H (resp. V) and put I I/I Hi/,/)172 and \\u\\
v
=(u,u)}/2 . Let B be a continuous
symmetric sesquilinear form defined on VxV:
I B[u, v] | ^M H«||F|M|F, M>0 for any u, v£Ξ V.
B is said to be strongly coercive on V if there exists δ>0 such that
B[u, u]^8\\u\\2
v
 for any u<= V.
B is said to be coercive on V if there exists δ>0 and O0^0 such that
B[u3u}^\\u\\2v-C,\\u\\2 for any u<Ξ V.
{5, V,H} is said to be a variational triple if V-^H is continuous and B is a con-
tinuous symmetric sesquilinear form on Vx V and coercive on V. It is con-
venient to denote a form B~}-μ( , ) (μ^R) simply by B+μ.
DEFINITION. For a variational triple {B, V,H} and t^R we define
N(t,B, V, H) = mf {codim
v
E] £ is a closed subspace of V
such that B— t is strongly coercive on E}.
Lemma 2.1 ([18]).
(i) N(t+s,B+s,V,H)=N(t,B,V,H) for stΞR,
(ii) N(st,sB,V,H)=N(t,B,V,H) for s>0.
(iii) // {Blf V, H}, {B2) V, H} are two variational triples such that BJμ, u]
^B2[u, u] for any u^V, then
(iv) If {B, V, H} is a variational triple, and V0 is a closed subspace of V,
then
N(t, B, V0, H)£N(t, B, V, H)£N(t, B, V0, H)+N(t, B, Zt, H) ,
where Zt= {u^ V\ B[u, v]=t(u, v) for any v^ V0} .
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Let A be the self-adjoint operator associated with a variational triple {#,
V, H}. Let the inclusion mapping V^>H be compact. Then the spectrum of
A consists of all the eigenvalues of A which accumulate only at oo. The next
lemma clarifies the relation between N(t, B, V, H) and N(ty A) which denotes
the number of eigenvalues of A not exceeding t.
Lemma 2.2 ([18]).
Lemma 2.3. Let Ω be a finite open interval I in R. Let {B, V, L2(I)} be
a variational triple satisfying (1.1)-(1.4). Then we have
N(t, B, H%(I}, L2(I)}<ίN(ty B, V,
Proof. Let Zt={uGV; B[u,v]=t(u,v) for any v<=H%(I)}. Because of
Lemma 2.1 and because ΛΓ(£, B, Zt, L2(I))^dίm Zt, we have only to prove
dim Zt^2m ,
which is seen from that Zt is contained in the space of solutions of 2wth-order
ordinary differential equation Au=tu.
2.2. Approximation of functions
Let 0<τfgl. For a sufficiently differentiable function / defined on Ω we
define semi-norms
l/lβ= l/ lβ.Q=
l / l r - 1 / l r . Q - sup { | f(x)-f(y) \ / 1 x-y I τ *,
The following lemma can be easily seen.
Lemma 2.4. Let φ e Co(Rn) satisfy
\ φ(x)dx=l, φ(x)^Q, supp
JRn
For6>0put
Let f e &(R*), 0 ^  T ^  1 . Then the following inequalities hold.
(i) l9>
β
*/lo^l/lo
(ii) |^>
ε
*/-/|0^|/|τ6τ whenQ<τ^\.
(iii) For a, \ a \ ^  1 we have
|9e(^*/)lo^^|8Vlol/U£T- | e |.
Here v
n
 denotes the volume of the unit ball in Rn.
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2.3. Polynomials with weight
In this subsection any function is to be sufficiently differentiable if not
specified.
In the proof of Theorems A and B we encounter polynomials in the deriva-
tives of the coefficients a
Λβ
(x) in (1.2). We must describe these polynomials
precisely so that we can see how they depend on the differentiability of the coe-
ficients a
Λβ
(x). To this end we introduce polynomials with weight.
Let nl^l, m^Q and &^0 be integers. For multi-indexes α, β&Z+ with
\a\^2m we consider a polynomial Q(^} in variables siβ)'s. A polynomial
£?(#iβ)) is said to be a polynomial with weight k with respect to {n, m\ 1} if
*e?} can be written
with the finite sum taken over \a\ ^2m and (2m—\al\ + | A I H ----- ]r(2m— |α/ |
+ I βι I )=k. Here C stands for the complex plane. We denote by 3k(=3ktl=
9*,n,ffi,i) tne set of all polynomials with weight k with respect to {n, m l}.
Let A be a 2wth-order differential operator such that
Au(x) = Σ a
Λ
(x)D*u(x) .
Substituting ^β)=αiβ)(^)=9ξα
Λ
(^) in (2.1) we obtain the function Q(a(£\x}) in
#, which we denote by 2[^ ]W
In particular when n=l and m— 0 we write #£f} simply by #(ί3) and set
for a function _p(Λ?) defined on an interval in β, where
Apu(oc)=p(x)u(x).
For example the function p(x)p"(x)+ 3p '(x)p'(x) is corresponding to the polyno-
mial ^(0)^(2)+3^(1)^(1) with weight 2.
Next we consider another type of polynomials £?(#£$) in variables jsrJJ's for
multi-indexes α, /3 and γeZ!t with |α| ^m, |/3| ^m. A polynomial 2(^Yβ) is
said to be a polynomial with weight k with respect to {ny m\ 2} if Q(2$) can be
written
/? o\ Π^ίv(γΛ _ T1 P^i ••• γ/ ^(Vi) ...^(v/) r ^ i ' 7/ f^Γ*(Z.Z) y(*«β) - 2J ^-X.....!.^ Vβi Sβ/' c*ιβι. ".-/P/eCx
with the finite sum taken over | a | ^my \β\ ^ m and (2m— I «ι | — | A I + 1 7ι I )+
— +(2w— |α/| — |A l + l ί y/ l )=* We denote by Skt2(=3kfΛtmt2) the set of all
polynomials with weight k with respect to {ny m\2}.
Let B be an integro-differential sesquilinear form defined by (1.2). Substi-
tuting z*Sl=a!££(x) in (2.2) we obtain the function Q(a(a
β
(x)) in #, which we
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denote by Q[B\(x).
The following properties will be often used.
Lemma 2.5. Let A, B and p be as above. Let φ^ be the function defined
in Lemma 2.4.
(i) If £?e£FM (resp. 3kt2) and jRe£FM (resp. 3lt2), then it follows that QR
/t l (resp. 9*+/,2) and that
(QR)[A\ = Q(A]R[A] (resp. (QR)[B] = Q[B\R[B\) .
(ii) For a multi-index a and Q&3
 ktl (resp. £?Λ,2) there exists
(resp. 9?k+\Λ\j) such that
Q«
x
Q[A](x) = R[A\(x) (resp. Q«
x
Q[B}(x) = R[B\(x)) .
(iii) Suppose that A is associated with B, that is, B\u, v]—(Au, v) for it, v
e CΓ(Ω) . Then for O e £F i^ there exists R^3k>2 such that
(iv) Let p^^Γ(R)(0<τ^l)yQ^Sktl(k^l) and 0<£<1. Then there
eixsts OO independent of β such that
(v) Let B satisfy (1.2) and (1.4) with Ω,=R" and 0<τ^l. Let ge
9 .^2 (*^ 1) ^or f> 0<β<l ώjί/z^ the form B
ζ
 by replacing a
Λβ
(x) with
<P**a*β(χ) *n (1 2) ϊ%e» there exists C>0 independent of £
Proof, (i) and (ii) are easily seen, (iii) follows from
(2.3) β M=,+l§
(iv) and (v) follow from Lemma 2.4, (iii).
2.4. Miscellaneous
Lemma 2.6. For α>0 and λeC\[0, <χ>)
(2.4) |
β
_χ|
έ/(λ)=dist (λ, C\[0, oo)).
Proof. We put \-=t+V^ϊs. When ί^O, we have
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from which (2.4) follows. When £>0, (2.4) is equivalent to the second-order
inequality for a:
which is easily verified. Q.E.D.
We often use the following interpolation inequality.
Lemma 2.7 ([!])• Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rtt with the restricted
cone property. Let 0<f^l and k=Q} •••_,/#. Then there exists a constant O
0 depending only on m and Ω such that
IMIi^C(^--«|M|?+fi-M|M|?) for any u(ΞHm(Ω) .
Finally we conclude this section with defining some notations. We often
write N(t, 5, V, H) simply by N(ΐ, B, V). Let B be the sesquilinear form de-
fined by (1.2) and let A be the differential operator associated with B. We set
μ
λ
(x) = (2π)- \ dξ, μA(ίl) = μB(Ω.) = \ μA(X) dx .Jβ(*,£)<ι Jα
For a function /defined on Ω we define
m(f) = mQ(f) = min {/(Λ:)
3. Ordinary Differential Operators
In this section we will prove Theorem A.(i).
3.1. Sturm-Liouville operators
Let I=(a, b) be a finite open interval in R. For a real-valued function
with Q<m(p)^ |^lo<°°> we consider the self-adjoint operator A in
L2(I) defined by
(3.1) Au = -J-p(
x
)-u , D(A) = {iieff J(7);
ax \ ax '
In order to obtain the estimate for N(t,A) wre follow Shimakura's method ([28])
which is based on a variant of the Prϋfer transform. Since this variant of the
Prufer transform does not seem to be widely known, We shall review it briefly
for sake of convenience.
To solve the eigenvalue problem
Au = \u ,
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we start with the following initial value problem
(3.2) Mp(χ)^Λ+^u = 0 , u(ά) = 0 , p(a)u'(a) = 1 .
ax \ ax'
Here we may assume λ>0 because A is a positive operator. The variant of
the Prttfer transform given by
p*L+dx
which is equivalent to
-1 V\ρ u = r(x, λ) exp(V—lθ(x, λ)),
with r(x, λ)>0, 0^%, λ)<2τr,
u - £= sin 0, -^  = — cos θ
λp dx p
changes (3.2) into the following equations for r(x, λ) and θ(x, λ):
θ , r(ay λ) = 1 ,
r dx Zp
(3.3)
= —+~ sin 2Θ4p
= 0 .
Integrating (3.3) from a to b we obtain
θ(b, \)-V\{ fx = (b ^M_ sin 2θ(x, λ) dx ,
J* V/>(Λ?) J« 4p(Λ?)
from which it follows that
(3.4)
Lemma 3.1.
(i) θ(x, λ) w Λ non-decreasing function in \for a fixed x.
(ii) If Θ(x0ί *\>)=jπ for some x^a and some integer j, then θ(xy \)>jπ for
x>x0 and θ(x, \)<jπ for a ^ x<x0.
(iii) The first eigenfunctίon of A has no zero in the open interval I=(a, b).
Proof, (i) follows from the lemma concerning the differential inequalities
([8, Corollary 4.2, p27]).
(ii) is easily seen from Θ'(x0, \)=V\/p(x0)>0.
(iii) is well known ([9, Theorem 8.3.3, p398]).
From Lemma 3.1 it follows that for λ*, the kth eigenvalue of A,
θ(b, \k) = kπ .
Q.E.D.
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Substituting λ=λ* in (3.4) and putting M= \p'\Q\I\l(4πm(p)) we obtain
(3.5) \k
First let t^X^ Substituting k=N(t)=N(t, A) in (3.5) and noting
we have
Substituting k=N(t)+l in (3.5) and noting t<\Nω+1 we have
μA(I)t»-M<N(t)+l .
Hence it follows that
(3.6) -M-\<N(t)-μA(I)f*£M for t^\,.
Next let 0^ί<λι. From the min-max principle we have
λ, =
Here we have used the fact that the first eigenvalue of A with p(x) = 1 is (π/ \ I \ )2.
Since N(t)=0, we have for 0
Combining (3.6) and (3.7) we conclude the following.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be the self -adjoint operator defined by (3.1) for
C\I) with 0<m(ρ) <: I p \
 0< <χ> . Then we have
\N(t, A)-μA(I)f*\ ^l/Ί°'f'+(-ί^-4πm(ρ) \m(ρ)
for t^O.
REMARK. Instead of Theorem 3.2 Shimakura [28] obtained the estimate
for N(t,A) in the following foim. The equality
Oor ±1
holds for sufficiently large t.
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3.2. Ordinary differential operators of higher order
For a real-valued function p^C°°(I) with
(3.8) 0<m(p)^\p\o<<™,
we define the differential expression -Cp by
, \ du
Let ^4 be the self-adjoint operator defined by
Au = J> , D(A) = H\I) Π Hl(I) .
We note that A is the same operator as defined by (3.1). Then Am, the mth
power of A satisfies
Amu --= ./> , HIM(I) c D(Am) c.H2m(I) .
On the other hand, we define the self-adjoint operator A
m
 by
(3.9) A
a
u = Λ?u, D(A.) = #*»(/) n Ht(I),
and also have
Hlm(I)c:D(A
m
)c:H2m(I).
In order to compare N(t, Am) and N(t, A
m
) we consider the sesquilinear form
b[u,v] =
It is easily seen from (3.8) and the interpolation inequality that b is coercive.
We note that (Am)2 (resp. (A
m
)2) is an operator associated with the variational
triple {6, D(Am\ L2(I)} (resp. {ό, D( β^), L2(I)}). From Lemma 2.3 we have
\N(t, b, D(Am))-N(ty b, D(Am)) I ^ 4m ,
that is,
which gives
(3.10) \N(t, Am)~N(ty Am) I
In what follows until the end of this section we write 9*.ι,o,ι (see section
2.3) simply by 3k.
Lemma 3.3. For an integer m^l there exist polynomials Qij(z(β*),
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^m with respect to {1, 0; 1} satisfying the following properties (i) and (ii).
(i) Q^s,,..^, ρ,,=ρ0, Qma(^)_=(^r(ii) For a real-valued function p^C°°(I) we define the sesquilinear form B
m p
by
Bm.Jρ,v\ = ΣJi /»y=o
Then it follows that
B
m
.P[u, v] = (J£ ιι, v)
REMARK. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that B
m p\uyv\ is symmetric and that
Proof. For sake of simplicity we write J2P simply by -£*.
Step 1. First we prove that Xm can be written
(3.1D ^ = Σ«y=o
where a
mtj is a real-valued function satisfying
We proceed by induction on m. When m=ly (3.11) is seen from
Suppose that (3.11) is valid for m. Then for m-\-\ we have
from which it is seen that (3.11) is valid for m+l. Hence (3.11) has been prov-
ed for any m^l.
Step 2. Let T be a formally self-adjoint differential expression of order
2m such that
where <2y is a real-valued function satisfying
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(3-12) «y
for some nonnegative integer k. Then T can be written
Γ« =
y=o
where b is a real-valued function satisfying
bj = Qj[p] , Qj^32nt.2J+k , bm = a2m .
We will prove this assertion by induction on m. It is clear when m=Q.
When m^ 1, we put
Su = Tu—(
Then S is formally self-adjoint and can be written
Su=*ΣcjuV\j = Q
where Cj is a real-valued function satisfying
Because S is formally self-adjoint and because £2«-ι is real-valued, it follows
that c2m-ι=Q. Hence 5 is a formally self-adjoint differential expression of
order 2m— 2 with real-valued coefficients satisfying the property corresponding
to (3.12) with m replaced by m— 1 and k replaced by k+2. Thus the proof of
(3.12) is reduced to the case of m—l. Consequently the assertion has been
proved.
Step 3. Combining the assertions obtained in step 1 and step 2 and not-
ing D= — V^ld/dx, we get Lemma 3.3. Q.E.D.
Proposition 3.4. For an integer m^l and a real-valued function p^ C°°(ϊ)
with (3.8) let B
m>p be the symmetric sesquilίnear form defined in Lemma 3.3. Let
V be a closed subspace of Hm(I) containing H$(I). Then BMtp is coercive on V
and we have
\N(t,B
m>p, V)-μB
for ί^O.
Proof. The coerciveness of B
m>p follows from (3.8) and the interpolation
inequality. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that A
m
 defined by (3.9) is the operator
associated with {B
m
, #?(/), L2(I)}. Because of Lemma 2.3 we have
\N(t,B
m
,V)-N(t,A
m
)\£2m.
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This combined with (3.10) gives
(3.13) \N(t, B
m
, V)-N(t, Am) \ ^
Noting N(tyAm)=N(t1/m,A) and μBm,P(I}=-- μA(I) and using Theorem 3.2 and
(3.13) we get the desired result. Q.E.D.
3.3. Proof of Theorem A.(i).
Now we shall prove Theorem A.(i). Let 0<τ^l. Let Ω be a finite
open interval / in R. Let V be a closed subspace of Hm(I) containing H$(I).
We consider a symmetric sesquilinear form
B[u, v]={ Σ aiJ(x)Diu(x)Div(x) dx ,
J / iJ£m
which satisfies the coerciveness :
(3.14) B[u,u]^S\\u\\2
m
-C0\\u\\l, δ>0, C0^0 for any z/eF,
and whose coefficients satisfy
(3.15) a
mm
 = p^3Γ(I) , *„€=£..(/) (i+j<2m) .
It is seen from (3.14) and the inverse of Garding's inequality that
(3.16)
From the lemma on the extension of the Holder continuous function ([29, ρ!74])
we may assume that p^^(R) and that (3.16) holds for this extended function
p. Using the function φ
ζ
 defined in Lemma 2.4, we define
and have
From Lemma 2.4 it follows that there exists £0, 0<£0<1 such that
(3.17)
 m
(qt}^m(q) , I f t l o ^ l ί l β
hold for any €, 0<£<θ0. We define Be by
B,[u,v]=\ Σ Qij[qt](X}Dίu(X)D^i)dX,J i ttj-i
where Q{j is the polynomial determined in Lemma 3.3.
In λvhat follows until the end of this section we denote by C constants in-
dependent of £, t and u which may differ from each other. Let 0<£<£0.
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Using Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.7 and (3.14) we have
\B[u,u\-Bt[u,u]\
Σ <?r+'+'-'"||β||,||«||,
(3.18) '*'<*•
Σ
Noting that 1—Cfί: 1/2 if £0 is sufficiently small, we get
(3.19) B£^
We choose Z0>0 so that tQ^2m=60. Putting 8=ΓU2m for t>tQ and using (3.19),
Lemma 2.1, Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 2.4 we obtain
,B9, V)
for ί>ί0. Similarly we get the estimate for Λf(£, 5, F) from below. Hence we
obtain
(3.20) \N(t, J5, V)-μB(I)t1/2m I ^tt(1-τ)/2*' for
Thus we complete the proof of Theorem A.(i).
For the proof of Theorem A.(iii) we need a stronger version of Theorem
Corollary 3.5. Let r, Ω, V and B be defined as in the beginning of this
subsection. Put
M=\a
mm
\
 T {. 0
Then there exists a constant C>0 which depends only on ny m, Ω and M, and is
an increasing function in M such that
\N(t, B, V)-
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holds for t^Q.
Proof. Let us take ί0>0 as above. Noting that δ and C0 in (3.14) are
determined by M and looking through the above proof of Theorem A.(i), we
can see that (3.20) holds for t>t0 with the constant C>0 having the properties
stated in the corollary.
When 0^*^*0, it follows from Lemmas 2.1, 2.3 and (3.14) that
N(t,B,V)£N(t9B,Hζ(I))+2m
where B0 is the form defined by
B0[u, v\ = Σ Diu(x)Div(x) dx ./ ι=θ
Hence the left-hand side of (3.20) is evaluated by the constant having the pro-
perties stated in the corollary when 0^t^t0. Thus we obtain the corollary.
4. Multi-dimensional Operators
In this section we consider the case
4.1. Proof of Theorem A.(ii).
Let 0<τ ί£ 1 . Let Ω=Iι X X I
n
 where I j y I ^j ^ n is a finite open interval
in R. Let V be Hm(Ω) or H$(Ω). We consider a sesquilinear form
(4.1) B[u,v] = \ iϊpfaWφΪDWddx ,j Q y=ι
where pj is a function on R and satisfies
(4.2) P^&(R) , 0<m(j>y)^ |^,lo<^ .
Clearly B is coercive on Hm(Ω). Let ^4 be the operator associated with {B, V,
)}.
In order to find the eigenvalues of A we consider the form in one dimension
Bj[v> »] =
 imP,(t)D7u(t)D?v(t)dt on F.,
where Fy is H
m(Ij) or HQ(!J). B. is also coercive on Fy. Let Aj be the opera-
tor associated with the variational triple {B , VJ9 L2(Ij)}. Let {λy>A}Γ-ι and
{^  ,A}Γ-I be the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions of Aj. Since
Aj is nonnegative, N(t,Aj) is a non-decreasing function with N(tyAj)=0 for
f<0.
For non-decreasing functions AΓ^ί), ί=l, 2 defined on Λ with Ni(t)=Q for
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, we define
By definition it is clear that NιΦN2(t) is also a non-decreasing function with
)=0 for ί<0.
Lemma 4.1. In addition to the above situation we assume that V=Hm(Ω)
and Vj=Hm(Ij), l^j^n. Then the set of the eigenvalues of A consists only of
Moreover it follows that
(4.3) N(',Λ)=N(',
The same statement is also valid when we replace Hm by //?.
Proof. We shall prove Lemma 4.1 only in the case V=Hm(Ω) and V •=
#"(//), l^y^». The proof in the case F=Hf(Ω) and K, =#?(/,), 1^/^n
is carried out similarly. Let
For a function u(x) such that
M(Λ?)
where wy, l^y ^ n is a function on β, we define the function ύj in jfey by
tf(Λ) - tty(Λ?y)M/Λy) .
For sake of simplicity we write
ϋ( , &j) = V(X19 — , Λy-j, , XJ+l, •-, Λ?Λ) .
For a multi-index k—(kly •••, &Λ) we put
which is clearly an element of Hm(Ω). Because φ^kj is an eigenfunction of
it follows that for v e C°°(βn),
Σj=ι
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Since C~(«") is dense in H"(Ω), (4.4) holds also for any v<=Hm(ty. Therefore
φk^D(A), and
Aφk = (λMlH ----- r-λMJ0>A -
Because of the completeness of the eigenfunctions {^>y,^}Γ.ι in L2(Ij) the set of
the eigenvalues of A consists only of {λMl+ +λΛ,*rt}. Thus the first half of
Lemma 4.1 has been proved.
Next we shall prove (4.3). For a finite set / we denote the cardinality of /
by I / I . Since λy)Λ^0, we have only to prove (4.3) for ί^O.
= Σ I {m\ λ2,M = s} I x I {n\ \1>n^t-s} \
Λ)-^-0, A2))N(t-s, A,)
Repeated use of the same calculation as above leads us to (4.3). Q.E.D.
We prepare the following lemma to evaluate N(t, A) from the estimates for
,A^ l<ίj<^n obtained by Theorem A.(i).
Lemma 4.2. Let N^t), i=l, 2 be a non-decreasing function defined on R
with Ni(i)=0for £<0. Suppose that there exist positive constants cίt bif θh σ with
0f.^(r>0 and a function γf (ί) such that
N{(t) = c
hold for t^O. Then we have
*A) (ί«ι+«2-<r+ 1) /or ί ^  0.
Proof. Let ί^O. By integration by parts we have
Since generally for p>0 it follows that t"^ί when O^ί^l, and l^ί" when
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ί^, we have
I Ji I ^ 2^(^
and
Combining the above equality and inequalities we obtain the desired result.
Q.E.D.
From Theorem A.(i) we have
(4.5) \N(t,AJ)-μΛj(Q)^ \^C(l+^-rV» }, ϊ^j^n
for £2^0. Using Lemma 4.2 repeatedly with (4.5) we obtain
(4.6) \N(t, B, V)-μB(fl)t»/2m I ^C(l+ί(n-τ)/2w) for ί^
where V=Hm(Ω) or H£(Ω). From Lemma 2.1 (4.6) is also valid for any V
satisfying (1.1).
Now we afe ready to prove Theorem A.(ii). From [17, Proposition 2.1]
or [20, Lemma 4.3] we may assume that the coefficients of lower order (|α| +
I β I <2τn) are identically zero. It is seen fiom the inverse of Garding's inequality
and (1.3) that (4.2) is satisfied. Therefore we have only to prove (WF1) for a
symmetric form B satisfying (4.1) and (4.2), which is (4.6) itself. Thus we
complete the proof of Theorem A.(ii).
Looking through the above proof and using Corollary 3.5 instead of Theo-
rem A.(i), we obtain a stronger version of Theorem A.(ii).
Corollary 4.3. Let τ, Ω and B be defined as in the beginning of this sub-
section and let V satisfy (1.1). Put
M=±(\pj\r+\pj\0+m(pj)-1).
Then there exists a constant C>0 which depends only on n, m, Ω and My and is
an increasing function in M such that
\N(t, B, V)-μB(ti)t»'2m I ^C(l+*(n-τ)/2m)
holds f or teQ.
4.2. Proof of Theorem A (iii)
Let 0<τ^l. Let Ω be a bounded domain satisfying lim sup^ | Γ
β
 | /£<
oo. Let V=H1o(Ω). We consider a symmetric form
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(4.7) B[u, v] =
 n
v R 3
with
(4.8) fye^
We note that 5 can be regarded as a form defined on Hm(ίlf) for any open set
Ω
f
 in R\
Lemma 4.4. For xQ^R
n
 and 6, 0<8<ίl let Qs(x0) be the cube of side 6
with center x0 whose sides are parallel to one of the axes. Then there exists C>0
independent of £, XQ and t such that
\N(t, B,
for ί^O. The same statement is valid if we replace Hm by H%.
Proof. Let £=(—1/2, 1/2)". We define the mapping φ from Q,(x0) onto
For a function /(Λ?) defined on QS(XO) we denote f°φ"1(y) simply by f(y). We
consider the form
B[u,v] =Pj(y)D?u(y)D>?v
and the operator A associated with {5, Hm(Q), L2(Q)}.
Let A be the operator associated with {B, Hm(Ω), L2(Ω,)}. It is seen that
Au = ε~2mAϋ ,
from which it follows that
(4.9) N(t, A) = N(62mty A) .
On the other hand, it is easily seen that
Therefore applying Corollary 4.3 to ί^ which may depend on £ and Λ?O, we
conclude that there exists C>0 independent of £, XQ and t such that
for ί^O. Replacing ί by £2w£ in the above inequality and using (4.9) we ob-
tain the desired result when V=Hm(Ω,). The assertion in the case V=H*(Ω)
can be proved in the same way. Q.E.D.
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For each nonnegative integer A, let {j2*,
v
}~-i be a countable family of con-
gruent and nonoverlapping open cubes of side Sk=2~
k
 such that US°-ij2*,
v
=
R*. In addition, each side of the cube QktV is to be parallel to one of the axes and
the cubes QktV of the kih family are to be obtained by halving the sides of each
cube of the (k— 1) th family.
We approximate the domain Ω by unions of cubes as in [4]. We define
the index set Ik,Jk, and the open set ΩΛ, Ω£ by induction on k as follows:
Ω0 = U ve/0Qo,v , Ω$ = ΩO U ( U ve/o£?o,v) ,
Λ = f r ; £*,v CΩVW , Jk = \ι> ρ4§v
Ω, = U ?.o U ve/,ρ/,v , Λί = ^  U ( U
It is clear that
From Lemma 4.4 there exists C>0 independent of k, v and ί such that
(4.10) \N(t, B, Hm(Qk>v))-μB(Q
holds for ί^O. (4.10) also holds if we replace Hm by if?.
For an index set / we denote by | / 1 the number of elements of /. Al-
though we have used | / | to denote the length of an interval /, this notation should
not create any confusion. Because ζ)A>v, v^Ik is contained in ΓC8Λ with c=2\/n
and becasue lim suρ
ε
.>0|Γg|/£<°o, there exists OO independent of k such
that
from which it follows that
(4.11)
vι/i£"-τ<cve1-*<ίcr
Σl/,|6, ^Cgβi ^^
 (τ=1)
For sake of simplicity we write N(t, B, Hm(Ω,'), L,(Ω')) by N(t, Hm(Ω')) and so
on. The method of Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing ([4], [25]) gives
Σ Σ
(4.12)
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Hence combining (4.10)-(4.12) we have
£Σ Σ W,H?(ρ,.
v
)-A.χρ,.v)«"/1"}- WΩ)-Σ Σ.
£ -C Σ I /, I (l+£?-τί(β-τ)/2l»)-C I Γ
eίi I ί"*"
(0<τ< 1)
(τ= 1)
for <^0. Now we choose an integer k so that 2*^ί1/2lB<2*+1 and obtain
(τ=l)
for ί^l. Similarly we get the estimate from above. Hence we obtain (WF1)
when 0<τ<l and (WF2) when τ=l for the sesquilinear form defined by
(4.7) and (4.8).
This result leads us to Theorem A.(iii) through the same argument as in the
end of section 4.1.
5. Heat Kernels
In this section we shall prove Theorem B. We assume 2m>n through-
out this section.
5.1. Resolvent kernels and heat kernels in the whole space
Let ίB\uy v] be a symmetric sesquilinear form:
(5.1)
JR* lΛ\,\
which is strongly coercive:
(5.2) £\μ, u]^8\\u\\2
m
 , δ>0 for any u<EΞHm(R").
From the regularity theorem of elliptic operators it follows that the positive
self-adjoint operator Jl associated with {^ , Hm(Rn), L2(R")} satisfies
= Σ a
Λ
(x)D*u , D(Jΐ) = H2m(Rn) ,|Λ|^2m
where a
Λ
&<8r(B?) is determined by (2.3). We set
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<%.(*, ζ, λ) = a(x, ξ)-\ = Σ Λ.(*)r
JΛ|=2f»
«χ*, f , λ) = α/*, ξ) = Σ α
β
(*)f
l«l=y
Let JV be a positive integer and let λeC\[0, oo). For N and λ we construct
a pafametrix BN(\) for <Jl—\ which satisfies
(cJ-λ) BN(\) = 1, 5*(λ) = Σ?i-ι.-/*, A λ) ,
where ό_2w-y(^, A λ) is the pseudo-differential operator with the symbol b-2m~j
(xy ξ, X) defined successively as follows.
(5.3) a2mb^2m = 1 ,
(5.4) -^«.-,+
w^
 - ° 0^1).
We note that b-
ίm
-j(x, ξ, λ) is a homogeneous function of order —2m—j in
(ξ, λ"2*), that is,
6-te-X*, if, <»»λ) = «-»•-'*(*, f, λ) , ί>0 .
We set
(5.5) CN(\) = (Jl-\) BN(\)-l,
and have
(5.6) (cJ-λ)-1 - JBΛrίλJ-ίoϊ-λ)-1^^) .
We denote by CN(X, ξ, λ) the symbol of the pseudo-differential operator CN(\).
The above construction of the parametrix BN(\) is well known ([5], [6], [7],
[23], [31]). In order to prove Theorem B we must estimate the symbols of
BN(\) and CN(\) more precisely so that we see how they depend on the differen-
tiability of the coefficients a
Λ
(x). In what follows we write 3
 jtn,m,ι (see sec-
tion 2.3) simply by 3
Γ
Lemma 5.1. For a multi-index a we have
with the sum taken over 2mk—j^Q where b*l(x) can be written
l is determined only by m, n, a, 7,7 and k and independent of the operator
Jl. In particular we have
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488(*) = 1 .
Proof. We prove Lemma 5.1 by induction onj. For sake of simplicity
we write
P = <*(x, f )-λ .
Fory=0 we have
*-*.(*> f, λ) = (a(x, β-λ)-1 - jΓ1.
Since
(5.7) DXip-ι=-p-* DXip p-\
we obtain by induction
- Σ
D«
x
ιp. D«
x
*p
with the sum taken over αj+ +tf^α and k^ |α | , where C
Λlt...tΛk is a con-
stant. From this equality it is easily seen that the assertion for j=Q is valid.
Suppose that the assertion for / less than j is valid. Then the assertion for
j is seen from (5.4) and (5.7).
Hence the assertion is valid for any j Ξ>0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2. We have
(X,S,*)= Σ <
where cSt,}(x, ξ, λ) is homogeneous of order —j in (ξ, λ1/2w) and satisfies
^y^O where £&/*(#) c^/z έ^ written
^ determined only by my ny <γ , N, j and k and independent of the operator JL.
Proof. By the product formula for pseudo-differential operators we have
(5.8) cN(x, ξ , λ) = Σ ^-9f%w-*Z)?έ.2)Λ_;
*,*./ or!
with the sum taken over \a\ +k+l^N, 1<N, 0^k^2m and \a\<^2m— k.
Combining Lemma 5.1 and (5.8) we get Lemma 5.2. Q.E.D.
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Now we consider the semi-group {£~
by the Laplace transform of (Jl— λ)"1:
(5.9)
o It is known that e—t<~& is given
__=
where Σ is a path in the region C\[0, oo) which comes from cx>^"v/^<r and sur-
rounds the origin clockwise and goes to ooev^lσ for some σ, 0<σ<π/2.
Let (^ί, #, 3;) be the integral kernel of β— *Ά We want to evaluate ^ (ί, #, #).
For sake of simplicity we define some notations. Generally for an integral ope-
rator T on L2(Ω) we denote its integral kernel by JC [T] :
For a multi-index a and a nonnegative integer j we set
/C 1Λ\ sJΛfvΛ \ n(v M\~(*+J)ft*r\* sϊs\{D.ii\jj uj{Xj — i a\Xj coj co ao)
 yJs
where 5 stands for the unit sphere in Rn.
Lemma 5.3. BN(\) has a continuous kernel and it follows that for £>0
(5.11)
where
2mk—j ^ 0. /w particular we have
(5.12)
REMARK, ftjϊ was defined in Lemma 5.1 and satisfies
Proof. We consider the pseudo-differential operator P(X) with a symbol
with I γ I — 2m(k+l)<— n. The kernel of P(λ) is continuous and given by
(5.13) JC[P(λ)](*. j) = (2,r)- (
 β
 =ic-Λίj>(*, f , λ) dξ .
J *R
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In particular we have
JC[P(\)](x, x) = (2π)~* \
 n
p(x, ξ, λ) dξ .
v R
By Cauchy's integral formula and using the polar coordinates, we have
This combined with Lemma 5.1 gives (5.11).
(5.12) follows from the definition of μjι(x) and the equality
( dξ = — { a(x, ωYn/2m dω .
J (*.ί)<ι n Js ^ '
Q.E.D.
In the following we denote by C
n>fn>... or cnttnt... positive constants depend-
ing only on n, m, •••.
Lemma 5.4. Let N>n. Then CN(\) has a continuous kernel and there
exists a constant C
n>mtN>0 such that
for \, \\\<Z2d(\) with the sum taken over k=Q, •••, 2N+2m— 2 and |γ| =
Proof. Let P(λ) be defined as in the proof of Lemma 5.3. Using (5.13)
and Lemma 2.6 and changing variables we have
n+\Ύ\\
~
- 2m kl
x d^(x) I b(x) 1 1 λ I <
This combined with Lemma 5.2 gives Lemma 5.4. Q.E.D.
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We set
M=max{|α i l β |β, 1; \a\gm, \β\£m}, S, = min {δ, 1} .
Lemma 5.5. There exist C
Λ f W>0 and cnttn>0 such that
\jC[(Jt-\)-*\(x,y)\
^ C...8Γ1 1 λ I a'2*"1 exp (-Γ..ΛM-1 \\\* \ x-y \ )
for\, l^|λ|
Lemma 5.5 is essentially due to Tsujimoto [32], who proved it when Jl is
an operator on a bounded domain in Rn. We must prove it when <JL is an ope-
rator on the whole space R". Furthermore we need to estimate Jζ[(<Jl— λ)""1]
(χ>y) paying attention to the constants M and δ^ Lemma 5.5 will be proved
in Appendix.
Lemma 5.6. Let N>n. We have for 0<t g 1
Σ"
1
 (Σ3=N \*,γ
with the sum taken over k=0} — , 2N+2m—2 and \<γ\=2m(k+l)—j^Q.
Proof. Let 1^ |λ| ^2rf(λ). From Lemma 5.5 it follows that
( I JC[( Jί-λ)-l](*f y) I φ^C^δΓ^M' I λ I -1.JR
This combined with Lemma 5.4 gives
(5.14)
R
\
l l "λ |(«-^)/2»-ιo J | Λ » |. , . .
Let g(λ) be a function defined on {λ; 1^ |λ| ^2d(\)} which satisfies
for some
2d(\)} by
. For a fixed t, 0</^1 we define the path Σf in {λ; l^S |λ|
Γ±= {λeC; (λl^r1, Imλ= ±Reλ},
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Then we have
1 Γ°° 1 Γ3*/4(5.15) ;£2 — \ r*** f-1 ds+-^- e ^ Γ 1 dσ
^ ' 2π Jr» 2τ
ί^ β- Λ + ~ P
l/2 /
Since JC[(cJ[— λ)~1C1JV(λ)] (Λ;,J) is analytic in λ we may change the path Σ
into 2,. Hence from (5.14) and (5.15) we get Lemma 5.6. Q.E.D.
Combining Lemma 5.3, Lemma 5.6, (5.6) and (5.9) we conclude the following.
Lemma 5.7. Let N>n. We have for 0<ί^j 1
(5.16)
sum taken over k=Q, — , 2N+2m~2 and \fγ\=2m(k+l)—j^Q.
5.2. Traces of heat kernels in Ω
Let ίl be a bounded domain with the restricted cone property. Let V
be a closed subspace of Hm(Ω.) containing H$(Ω). Let 3$\uy v] be a symmetric
sesquilinear form satisfying (5.1) and (5.2). Furthermore we assume that the
restriction of £B to Ω, which is denoted by B:
B[u, »] = (JQ ! Σ aΛβ(x)D*ιι(x)lPv(x) dx
is also strongly coercive on V:
B[u,u]^δ\\u\\l for any u<= V,
where S is the same constant as in (5.2). Let Jl (resp. A) be the operator as-
sociated with the triple {-@, HM(RM)9 L2(R*}} (resp. {B, V, Z*(Ω)». We denote
by ^U(i, ^>ty) (resp. C/(ί, Λ?, y)) the heat kernel of Jl (resp. ^4) and put
U(t) = ( C7(ί, Λ, Λ?) έ& .JΩ
In order to estimate U(ΐ) we prepare two lemmas.
Lemma 5.8 ([14]).
(i) There exists C
n
,
w
,Q>0 such that
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έ/(λ)
for x,y&Ω and λeC\[0, oo).
(i)* (i) is also valid if we replace A and Ω by Jl and Rn.
(ii) Let 0±S0^1. There exists C
Λffntβ>Q>0 such that
I JC[(A-\)~l](x, x)-JC[(oϊ-λ)-1](x, x) I
2|^|»/2,» /\^\l-l/2m\θ
Proof. From Lemma 2.6 we have
I B[u, u]-\(u, «) I ^
(5.17) 2|λ|
To prove Lemma 5.8 we have only to follow the proof of Maruo and Tanabe
[14, Lemma 3.1] (resp. [14, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2]) for (i) (resp. (ii)), paying the at-
tention to the constants δ
x
 and M, and using (5.17). Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.9. There exists a constant CQ>0 such that the following inequali-
ties hold.
(i) IΓ.I^CoS for6>0.
(ii) I S(x)-'dx<oo forO<θ<l.Ja
(iii) ( δ(x)~l dx^C
a
(log+ ε~l+l) for
where log+ £=max {log ί, 0}.
Proof. Since Ω possesses the restricted cone property, (i) holds (see
[16]). (ii) and (iii) follow from (i). The details are found in [21].
Proposition 5.10. Let 0<0^1. We have for 0<t^
^^
where
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5
rH-1) (0=1).
o»βr £=0, •••, 2w+2/n α«J |<y | =2m(k+l)— j
Proof. Let 0<ί£Ξl. Using Lemma 5.8.(ii) and (5.15) we get the estimate
for the difference of heat kernels:
(5.18) I <U(f, *, *)- U(t, x, x) I ^
for 0<β^l. Integrating (5.16) with N=n+l and (5.18) on Ω and using
Lemma 5.9.(ϋ) we obtain the desired result for 0<0<1.
It remains to prove Proposition 5.10 for 0=1. From (5.18) and Lemma
5.9.(iii) we have
+
 rM-1) .
(5.19)
Using Lemma 5.8.(i), (i)' and (5.15) we have
I <U(ί, *, x)- U(t, x, x) I ^
This combined with Lemma 5.9.(i) gives
(5.20)
Integrating (5.16) with N=n+l on Ω and combining (5.19) and (5.20) we ob-
tain the desired result for 0=1. Q.E.D.
5.3. Heat kernels with Holder continuous coefficients
Now we shall prove Theorem B. Let a variational triple {J9, V, L2(Ω)}
satisfy (!.!)-( 1.4) with 0<τ^l. We may regard a
Λβ
 as an element of
(see [29, ρ!74]). For 6>0 we set
where φ
e
 is the function defined in Lemma 2.4. We define symmetric forms
B,[u, v]=\ Σ aJΩ |o!|=iβi=w
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where C0>0 is a constant. Replacing the values of aΛβ outside Ω if necessary,
taking C0>0 sufficiently large, and using (1.3), Garding's inequality and so on,
we may assume that there exists £0, 0<£0<1 such that
(5.21) B.[«,n]^|-IMIi f
(5.22) &Ju, ιι]^  A \\u\\2
m
 for
We denote the trace of the heat kernel of the operator associated with {B,, V,
Λ2(Ω)} by Utf).
Lemma 5.11. Let Q<θ^l. There exists C>0 independent of β and t
such that
n + 2m
Σ ε
τ
-¥i-^2m+cj
β
(t)
holds for O^ί^l, where J9(ί) was defined in Proposition 5.10.
Proof. From (5.22), Lemma 2.4 and the inverse of Garding's inequality it
follows that the constants δl"1, M and |rf,°Y | |0 can be evaluated from above by
positive constants independent of 8. Let 5y f f stand for the constant 5; cor-
responding to the forms B9 and ^ ε in Proposition 5.10. Using Lemmas 5.2, 5.3
and Lemma 2.5. (v) we have
where C>0 is independent of 6. Hence applying Proposition 5.10 to the
forms JB
ε
 and 3$z we obtain the desired result. Q.E.D.
From the interpolation inequality, Lemma 2.4 and (5.21) we have
.[«, u]-B[u, u] I ^
from which it follows that
B[u, u]^(l-
B[u, uis
Noting that 1— Cετ^l/2 if £„ is sufficiently small, and using Lemma 2.1 we
have
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N(t, B, n^Ki-CfiTV+ce-1"*1), B
n
 V) ,
(
 ' ' N(t, B, F)^ΛΓ((i+cετ)-1(*-C'£-2"I+1), B,,v) .
We write N(t, B, V) or N(t, B,, V) simply by N(t) or Nt(t) respectively. From
Lemma 2.1, (5.23) and the relation between U(i) and N(t) we have
U(t) = (" e~ts dN(s) = Γ te-"N(s) ds
J-oo J-oo
= Γ (l-Cεr)texp(-(l-Cετ)ts+Cε-2m+1t)Nt(s)ds
J-oo
= U,((l-Cετ)t) exp (C
This combined with Lemma 5.11 gives
exp (-Cε-2m+1t)U(t)
2m
" for
2
Now we take ί0 so that t\
ί2m
=SQ. Putting (9=τ and S=t1/2m for 0<ί<ί0, and
noting
exp (C6-2m+1t) =
we obtain
for 0<ί<ί0 Similarly we get the estimate for U(t) from below. Thus we
complete the proof of Theorem B.
Appendix
We prove Lemma 5.5. Let ^[uyv] be a sesquilinear form satisfying (5.1)
and (5.2). For ^^fo, •••, -η
n
}^Cn we set
$r,[u, v] =
 M
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where i stands for the imaginary unit \/ — 1. This notation should not oc-
cur any confusion. Let Jl^ be the operator associated with {^^ Hm(Rn),
L(2R*)}. At first we want to evaluate JC[(J^— λ)"1] ,^ y). To this end we
have only to follow Tsujimoto's proof ([32, Lemma 5.1]), paying attention to
the constants S1 and M as follows.
Let 1 ^  I λ I ^ 2d(λ). The same inequality as (5.17) gives
(A-l) I J2[t/, n]-λ(ιι, u) I ^  (IML+ I
o
Using the interpolation inequality we have
if I η I I λ I ~V2m ^  1 . Hence from (A-l) and (A-2) we have
(A-3) \Q[u,u]-\(u,u)\^-
lo
if I η I I λ I "^"^C.^ M-1. We put
tt=(oϊ,-
and have
/ A y 4 X i x T ί Γ T / \ l l /(A-4) l^,[«,«]-λ(«,«)l = l (
Here \\f\\-
m
 stands for the norm of the Sobolev space H~m(R"). From (A-3),
(A-4) and the integral kernel theorem ([14, Lemma 3.2]) we obtain
I JC[( cΛ-λ)-1] (x, y) I ^  C
Λtm- 1 λ I ^ -\
Oi
if hiixr^^α.AM-1.
If we can show that
(A-5) JC[( Jί-λ)-1] (Λ, y) = e-^^JC^JL,-^-1] (x, y)
holds, then we obtain Lemma 5.5 by putting
in (A-5). Since it does not always follow that
( A-6) u e Hm(R") implies ^w e Hm(Rn) ,
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it is not so easy to show (A-5) as in [32].
We will prove (A-5).
Step 1. Suppose η^(iK)n. Since (A-6) holds in this case, it is seen
that (oϊ— λ)"7=β-*'(o?,— λ)β*'/, from which (A-5) follows.
Step 2. We show the diiferentiability of JC[(Jl
n
— λ)'1] (x, y) in -η. Let
feL2(R"), AeCwith/ίφO, |A|<1. Put
vk
where 1 17 1 ^  C
n
.
m
^M~l \ λ | 1/2a and \ιj+e}\^ CB,Mδ1Λ/-1 1 λ | J/2<". For any v <=
Hm(R") we have
(A-7)
where /,[MJ ϋ] and /„(#)[«, ϋ] are sesquilinear foims satisfying the following.
—iaJ(D+ii})''- Ju
(A-8) !/,[«, o] I ^
(A-9) !/,
Hefe and in what follows we denote by C positive constants depending only on
n, m and sup | a^(x) \ . Putting v=vh in (A-7) and using (A-3), (A-8) and (A-9)
we get
(A-io) IM
On the other hand, from Lax-Milgram's theorem there exists
such that
(A-ll) Q[to, v]-\(w, v) = ΛKcΛ-λ)-1/, v] .
Putting
uh = -r
vh—w ,
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and combining (A-7) and (A-ll) we obtain
£Jukt «»]-λ(«*. «*) =ΛK «J+y
This combined with (A-3), (A-8)-(A-10) gives
From the above inequality and the integral kernel theorem we conclude that
JC[(<JL η— λ)"1] (%>y) is holomorphic in 77.
Combining step 1 and step 2 and using the uniqueness theorem we obtain
(A-5). Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 5.5.
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